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YOUNG  BIRD  SICKNESS  FINALLY  TAKES  ITS  TOLL 

The plague of almost every young bird season has finally taken its toll of racing in the Staffordshire 

Moorlands & District Federation with many of the Fed’s members’ birds having been struck down by 

the dreaded disease. Quite rightly responsible fanciers keep their birds at home when this disease 

strikes and treat their birds accordingly – but with what? 

Several questions need to be asked. What causes the disease in the first place? Nobody really seems 

to know the answer but many theories abound on the various chat lines and just about as many so 

called cures also prevail. My own theory and it is only a theory, is that we all try and send boys to do 

men’s jobs. We tend to forget that in many cases our young birds are only weeks old and yet we 

subject them to as rigorous a training programme that would frighten the daylights out of an 

experienced Olympics athlete! Then we try to cure them of an illness we are not sure about, with a 

remedy that comes from Grannies’ old cookery book, that a mate has told us about. The net result is 

no cure at all but the birds are put back into training, or even racing, much too soon and the 

infectious circle keeps going on its merry way. I know vets are expensive but if we value our birds 

surely the best way to treat them correctly is by getting the diagnosis done correctly in the first place 

and then the appropriate cure administered for the required length of time. It’s worth a thought 

isn’t it. 

Now down to some proper pigeon news. 

The final result for the Hullavington YB race on 3 August is now posted on the Federation website 

and includes not only the main race winners, who were P Finney, Son and Burton as shown on the 

already published Provisional Leader Board but also the Section winners and the Races within Races 

winners. The Jackpot winners this week were Mr & Mrs R Taylor of Packmoor who collected the £56 

prize money and our old friends Roberts Bros who claimed 2nd prize of £37. Packmoor also featured 

in the 3 Bird Average race where Mr & Mrs R Richmond-Slack took the spoils of £20. 

Congratulations to all the winners. 

I received a short report from Jeff Roberts from Packmoor following the Hullavington race and this is 

now reproduced below for your information. 

“Hi Brian sorry to hear about your losses the same has happened in our club some long faces on 
Sunday night it was bad for some and good for others. Anyway. One who had a good day was M 
Denson &Son who took the red card with a cock vel 1890.515.    2nd was Walley&Wilkinson with a 
hen bird vel 1889.858.then it was M Denson& Son taking the next three places on 1889.243, 
1888.925, 1888.607. The last place went to Walley& Wilkinson on 1888.279. Has you can see there is 
not much in the first 6. Now on to the 2 bird jackpot race where Mr&Mrs R Taylor look like wining it 



 
 

(well done to them) 2nd in the 2 bird is Roberts Bros with a black lambrec cock. On to the 3 bird and 
Mr& Mrs R Slack look like winning it with 3 black cocks. Don’t know what the turn out will be this 
week 100 out of 100 would have libbed on Sunday. Just hope we can get a good race with good 
returns The trouble now a days is you don’t get any back the next day. Anyway it was good to see 
Rob Slack the man who does most things at Packmoor back to winning ways keep it up Rob.  That's 
all for now.    Jeff” 
 
That brings us more or less up to date apart from the Provisional Leader Board for the Frome race 

flown yesterday 9 August. This is now on the website and shows the likely winners of a truly 

excellent race as Mr & Mrs D Phillips of Alton, who also seem to have taken 2nd place, on 1734.900 

and 1726.130 ypm respectively. Alton club really seem to have come into their own as they appear 

to have picked up the first seven places in the Fed this week. Take a look at the website and see for 

yourselves. The Provisional Leader Board also shows a clean sweep for the Syndicate (Messrs 

McGraw, Clegg & Preece) in both the Jackpot and 3 Bird Average races only to be denied total wipe 

out by M Denson & Son who took 2nd place in the Jackpot. Well done to you all. 

My photograph this week shows my readers the line-up of transporters waiting to liberate at Frome 

yesterday (courtesy of Geoff Silvester jnr)  

Now you have all the info I have received so far so it’s bye for now 

Cheers 

Brian Smith 
Press Officer 


